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THEORETICAL MODEL

Importance of Eco-Innovation
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Drivers of Eco-innovation:
• s belongs to [0,1]
§§ t > ŧ for both CP and EP
§§ Institutional factors: role of government, public
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Novelty of our paper:
!
§§ unique database
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§§ comparison of effectiveness of the policies
between adoption of
§§ technology and private environmental R&D
§§ interaction of three policies (policy-mix)
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§§ unique data set from National Institute of

Statistics of Spain (INE): “The Survey on Industry
Expenditure on Environmental Protection”
balanced panel
§§ 1009 Spanish firms over 7 years (2008-2014)
§§ 30 manufacturing sectors
§§ 26 different expenditure variables related to
environmental protection
§§ at least 10 remunerated employees
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RESULTS II

RESULTS III

DISCUSSION

CONCLUSIONS

Robustness Analysis
§§ using an internal measure of eco-innovation:
private R&D
§§ controlling for mutual endogeneity
§§ using only technologies and policies relevant for
air-pollution
§§ using an unbalanced dataset
§§ using a different time frame to avoid imputed
variables (2010-2014)
§§ using dynamic models

Contribution:
how do taxation, public financing, tax incentives
and their mix affect adoption of different types of
environmentally friendly technologies
Main results so far:
§§ investment tax credit important and much
more strongly correlated for cleaner production
technologies than for end-of-pipe technologies
§§ public financing is also relevant
§§ ambiguous results of pollution taxation - correlated
with eco-innovation only when controlling for
mutual endogeneity and for 2010-2014 time period
(scope for further research)
§§ policy interaction terms: tax incentive relevant for
CP, while for EP – a combination of tax credit with
taxation
§§ public financing and taxation ineffective at
encouraging private environmental R&D

